USE FILLER/ SPACER TO SET TRACK DISTANCE FROM END OF COPING

INSTALL TRACK USING A SPLICE AT EACH JOINT

INSERT FILLER STRIP INTO COPING AT END OF POOL

INSTALL FLEXI-WEDGE USING A RUBBER MALLOT TO RETAIN TRACK
POSITION STOP PLATE AS NEEDED TO OBTAIN REQUIRED LEAD EDGE STOP DISTANCE

INSERT DOWEL INTO LEAD EDGE USING A RUBBER MALLOT
NOTE: PLACE SLOTS TOWARDS THE TOP TO LOWER LEAD EDGE OR PLACE THEM AT THE BOTTOM TO RAISE LEAD EDGE

NOTE: GLIDER IS ATTACHED TO THE COVER ROPE

DRILL HOLES THROUGH TRACK FOR ATTACHING TRACK TO COPING AND MOUNTING ROPE GUIDE TO TRACK

POSITION THE GUIDE ASSEMBLY SUCH THAT THE HARD STOP IS ON TOP OF THE COVER FACING THE INSIDE OF THE TRACK

CUT TRACK OFF 3/4" PAST THE END OF THE COPING
Installation Supplement
Wiring Diagram

TOUCHPAD HOUSING

DOUBLE J-BOX (6) WIRE NUTS

115 VAC, 15A
60HZ, 1 PH

14 AWG, 300V WIRE
SUPPLIED BY BUILDER

NOTE:
TO CHANGE MOTOR DIRECTION WIRE:
RED (M) - BLUE
BLK (M) - RED

SINGLE J-BOX (4) WIRE NUTS

Automatic Pool Covers Inc.